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RESOURCES
This issue reports on some significant events of 1972
relating to the use and management of natural resources

elf*.

Some Highlights of 19 72

Environmental Growing Pains
THE VOLUME OF NEW legislation and other
, federal and state actions taken in 1972 make it
Clearer than ever that environmental quality, a minority
c"eern less than a decade ago, has been accepted by
!lust Americans as a major national goal. But some of

the difficulties of realizing this aspiration also became
re apparent during the year: conflicts with other

tIpais such as economic growth, national security, ordget balancing; and practical problems of designing
rPub lie 

programs that don't attempt too much or too
ittle, and of administering and enforcing them.
Two of the most important developments—sweeping

revision of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
and efforts toward setting up new programs for air
44'14Y—ere discussed in separate articles below. But
°tiler significant 1972 legislation at the federal level
uas not stood still.
0 The Noise Control Act characterizes noise as a seri-
r us Polluter of the environment and for the first time
thee. °gnizes a direct federal responsibility for doing some-
(Eing about it. The Environmental Protection Agency
si 1)A) is directed to take the lead in establishing emis-
r 011 standards, with the notable exceptions that primary
esPonsibility for aircraft standards is given to the
ecleral Aviation Administration and for railroads and

'uotor carriers to the Department of Transportation.

fed 
The Environmental Pesticide Control Act gives the

had' 
 government much broader authority than it has

A  under the Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
e et of 1947. While that act required registration and

rreet labeling of pesticides, the procedures for ban-
gn dangerous products were cumbersome and there

* See Note on back page.

were no penalties for misuse of pesticides once they
had been properly labeled. The new law provides
penalties for misuse for different categories of applica-
tion and for a permit system that will differentiate be-
tween general and restricted use. It also tightens and
simplifies enforcement procedures. EPA will be the
responsible agency; some measure of state participa-
tion is provided for, although few of the details are
spelled out. One section of the new act provides for
indemnities to cover losses sustained by persons holding
supplies of a pesticide whose registration has been sus-
pended "to prevent an imminent hazard." This provi-
sion has been severely criticized by many environment-
alists. They feel that it runs counter to a recent trend
in the courts toward shifting the burden of proof to
polluters and, from this point of view, could be a
dangerous precedent. Moreover, prospects of high in-



demnity cost might make regulators
hesitate to exercise their authority.
On the other hand, no indemnities
are due a claimant who continues
to produce a pesticide after having
knowledge that the product does not
meet the requirements.
An act to regulate dumping of

wastes in ocean and coastal waters
prohibits discharge of high-level ra-
dioactive wastes and certain prod-
ucts related to chemical and biolog-
ical warfare, and makes disposal of
other materials subject to permit
from EPA. [For a related interna-
tional effort, see Stockholm, p. 13.]
A coastal zone management act

provides federal funds to help
coastal states develop land use
plans that will balance needs for
preservation against needs for in-
dustrial sites, power plants, port fa-
cilities, and recreation. In effect,
this measure to protect ocean
shorelines, estuaries, and wetlands
is a segment of the broader national
land use policy effort that failed of
Congressional approval during the
year.
In addition to cooperation called

for in federally initiated programs,
state activities reacbed a new high
level in 1972. A New York Times
survey last November reported that
more than half of the 50 states had
acted positively on a variety of en-
vironmental measures ranging from
pollution control to limitation of
population. In New York State, for
example, voters approved a $1.15
billion bond issue for improving the
environment. Florida adopted a
constitutional amendment to permit
buying more land for recreation,
and voters there also approved a
proposal to borrow $240 million to
purchase land to be held against in-
discriminate development. Califor-
nia voters approved creation of a
public commission to control coast-
line development. In Colorado, vot-
ers turned down a proposal that the
state spend $5 million to help pre-
pare for the 1976 Winter Olympics
—as an indication that they did not
consider the expected economic
benefits equal to the probable envi-
ronmental damage. And several
states established departments,
commissions, or councils to deal
with environmental problems.

MEANWHILE there were difficulties
and delays in administering the en-
vironmental programs. Some re-
sulted from the large burden of

fact-finding for the determinations
that EPA must make in establishing
standards for air and water quality
and for emissions of pollutants and
in reviewing permits for waste dis-
charges into streams. The Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
also carried a heavy load in review-
ing the impact statements prepared
under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA)—statements
required in connection with "major
Federal actions significantly affect-
ing the quality of the human envi-
ronment."
Under NEPA, citizens may bring

suit if they believe the act's purpose
of preventing unnecessary environ-
mental damage is not being carried
out. Nearly 200 such suits were en-
tered during the year, bringing to
around 350 the total since the act
went into effect at the start of
1970. Many of these cases, along
with suits brought by or against
EPA, have resulted in appeals to
higher federal courts, so that a
number of proposed government
projects and EPA regulatory ac-
tions have been held up. It had
been hoped that NEPA would be
of assistance to the courts by pro-
viding guidelines in some complex
and specialized areas. Thus far,
CEQ and the Office of Management
and Budget have done less than
had been hoped toward policing ad-
ministrative actions.
Some of the causes of delay may

be reduced in the future as a larger
body of judicial interpretations and
precedents is established and all
parties become more familiar with
the comparatively new set of pro-
grams and procedures. The EPA
workload, however, can be ex-
pected to increase, especially under
the greatly expanded use of permits
provided for in the new water qual-
ity act and the need for establishing
an entirely new set of standards for
noise.

.4Ir

New Legislation
For Water Quality

WATER QUALITY has been a
major responsibility of the

national government since passage
of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act in 1956. Extensive
programs have been carried out;

expenditures, despite year-to-year

fluctuation, have steadily 
increased;

and the law itself has been

amended four times between 
1961

and 1970. But over the 16-year 
pe-

riod the condition of the 
nation's

streams and lakes has, with 
some

encouraging exceptions, 
continued

to deteriorate. (How much 
worse

the decline might have been in 
the

absence of federal activity is an"

other question.)
Legislation adopted last 

October

under the disarming title 
"Federal

Water Pollution Control Act

Amendments of 1972" is a 
compre-

hensive measure that broadens the

scope of the federal program and in

some respects seems to start it

down a new and, some think, a

questionable track. While major re-

liance is still placed on state 
action,

and subsidies and the imposition 
of

standards remain the chief 
instru-

ments for getting things done, 
the

authorized subsidies are much

larger, the standards higher, and

the provisions for enforcing 
then'

stricter. Also there is a shift 
fron

effluent standards keyed to a
mbient

water quality standards toward di-

rect imposition of effluent 
standards

that are not connected with en
vi-

ronmental conditions.

The main impetus for the new,

legislation was the widely share°

feeling that things were not 
going

well. The Environmental 
Protection

Agency, as quoted in the 1972 
re-

port of the Council on Environ-

mental Quality, saw little improve 

ment in the overall situation duringf

the preceding year-27 percent

the nation's streams and shoreline

miles polluted in 1970; 29 Pace°
in 1971. As the agency pointed out,

that estimate was rough and co
n"

tamed a sizable judgment factor.

study of firmer data from 140 se;

lected federal and state water
ity stations, commissioned by Cru:

showed a mixed picture for ttle

1965-70 period: a steady increasbe
in nutrients that degrade fresnf
water by stimulating growth
algae and other unwanted aquat;
plants; some increase in biochet-

cal oxygen demand (BOD) fr°"-
household and industrial was;
(this can lower the dissolved 0,71;
gen content to a point at which
die and streams stink); no increas.';',
perhaps a small improvement,

salinity; and a significant decrea'
in suspended solids. /0
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and 1971 recommended a number
Of changes in the existing law. Fur-ther ideas came from members ofCongress and other sources. Sepa-rate water quality bills were passedby the House (November 1971)and the Senate (March 1972). The
Conference committee version, ap-
Pjoved by both houses, was vetoedby the President in October, pri-
ifnarilY on grounds of cost to the
ederal treasury. Congress promptly
overrode the veto. A few weekslater, as discussed below, the Presi-dent cut the authorized subsidies to
states and cities by more than half.
• Two national goals are set forthul the opening section of the 1972
ith_enr: (I) ". . . that the discharge of
ruutants into the navigable water?,e eliminated by 1985"; and (2)
i„*. • that wherever attainable, an
""erun goal of water quality which
Provides for the protection and
Pr.oPagation of fish, shellfish, and
!iildlife and provides for recreation

"
int and on the water be achieved byu13 1, 1983:, 

everal of the innovations em-
,7u3' points proposed by the Presi-uent:

'Extension of the federal-state
Pr°gram to all navigable waterWithin the United States
-" filuent standards for individualPlants that discharge water-borne
Wfoastes and, under different criteria,
r Publicly owned waste treatmentPlants

'4-Mandatory use in new facilities
Ca „the best available and economi-
"Y achievable technology
rr1rigent federal standards for

°Xic discharges

'
Stronger and more streamlinedNem' 

enforcement procedure
--$.2tleavier fines on violations, from
oft500 to $25,000 a day for a first
su'ense and up to $50,000 a day forb

,ssecluent conviction
i';'..rrovisions by which citizens can
ring legal actions to enforce stand-ards

-oiSelf-sufficient municipal financing
6,!,reatment plants after the currentis7cidog of municipal needs has
en met.

1,1•Ahe new amendments also give
tin  legislative authority to con-
h ",.e the nationwide permit system
a„4:- was initiated by administrative
f,',41.011 late in 1970 under the e-
vis s̀e Act of 1899, whose objective
tha: to protect navigation rather
'11 control pollution. They also

extend the system to include munic-
ipal treatment plants as well as in-
dustrial establishments. While the
permits can be issued by states
whose criteria and procedures have
received federal approval, EPA is
empowered to veto any individual
permit that it considers unwarranted.
More emphasis is also placed

on research, demonstration, and ed-
ucation, including work in basin
planning and area-wide treatment
systems, though the sums involved
remain on a modest scale. They
total slightly under 350 million dol-
lars when funds authorized without
time specifications are added to
those authorized for the 1973 fiscal
year. Less than half that amount is
authorized for establishing and en-
forcing standards.

A STRIKING FEATURE of the 1972
amendments is the increased em-
phasis upon matching grants for
construction of publicly owned
waste treatment plants. Such grants
have always been part of the pro-
gram. Recently they have amounted
to about $1 billion a year. The new
legislation authorizes up to $5 bil-
lion in grants for the fiscal year
1973, $6 billion for 1974, and $7
billion in 1975. In addition there is
an authorization of up to $2.75 bil-
lion for supplementary support for
previous grantees. The maximum
federal contribution to each project
is changed from 55 to 7S percent.
The subsidy authorizations clearly

are what prompted the President's
veto of a bill that contained so
many of his recommendations.
Unlike most authorizations, these
were not intended to require subse-
quent appropriation in a separate
Congressional action. Many observ-
ers see the makings of a constitu-
tional crisis, even though the tug
between executive and legislative
prerogatives is an old story. In De-
cember, New York City sued to
compel EPA to pay the city its full

share of the authorized subsidy,
and other states and cities were
considering similar actions. Even
the EPA administrator conceded
that there might be a legal question
of the President's authority to limit
the funds in the way he did. Some
observers consider the authorizations
unrealistically large, and see a di-
lemma in which irresponsibility of
the legislative branch has trans-
ferred a decision to the executive
branch, where it does not belong in
a society based on representative
government.

Aside from the budgetary issue,
several aspects of the 1972 amend-
ments raise questions of how well
the new law will work. Even the
preamble invites speculation. Zero
discharge of pollutants by 1985?
Many observers doubt that this goal
can be attained then or ever. And
even if it could be, they ask, would
not much of the gain be at the ex-
pense of other environmental media
—disposal of sludge, for example,
either in the ground or, through in-
cineration, in the atmosphere?
Water fit for fish and swimmers by
1983? Here, too, similar questions
arise. Both of these aspirations are,
it is true, set forth simply as goals
and so perhaps should not be taken
literally. But their presence in formal
language may well invite misunder-
standing, skepticism, and eventual
disillusionment. And the two goals,
especially that of 1983, seem to
have colored some specific provi-
sions of the act. For instance, ef-
fluent limitations for 1977 are to
require "applications of the best
practicable control technology cur-
rently available," and those for
1983, "the best available technol-
ogy economically achievable."

Incidentally, these requirements
are more inflexible than those of
the House version of the bill, which
provided that after 1976 (changed
in conference to 1977) determina-
tion of the levels of technology to
be used in setting standards should
await a study by the National
Academies of Science and of Engi-
neering of the economic, social, and
environmental effects of achieving
or not achieving the goals. In its
final form the act provides for a
feasibility study of the 1983 goal,
but the results are not specifically
linked to establishment of stand-
ards, and the study is to be made
by a National Study Commission to
be composed of five members each
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from House and Senate Public Works
Committees and five public members
appointed by the President.

Increased use of the permit sys-
tem may not be as workable as was
once hoped. Presumably the diffi-
culties encountered in enforcing
ambient standards for water quality
were the main reason for seeking a
shortcut to the elaborate procedures
required. For the past two years in-
dividual permits have been tried on
a moderate scale under authority of
the ancient Refuse Act. Although
their issuance is simpler, appeals to
the courts have held up many
cases. There is not as yet enough
experience to show whether such
delays are a temporary or perma-
nent phenomenon. With explicit
new authority to issue permits,
EPA can be expected to make
them its main enforcement device.
Ultimately, no less than 50,000
permits may be needed. This would
place a huge job of resource alloca-
tion in the lap of the federal gov-
ernment. (While states eventually
would take over most of the rou-
tine, EPA would be responsible not
only for approving state systems,
but for exercising detailed supervi-
sion thereafter, even to the veto of
individual permits.) It is hard to
see how such a task can be carried
out without most of the knowledge
of prices, technology, and markets
that a plant manager possesses for
his particular establishment. A
larger volume of appeals to the
courts appears likely.

The act provides for setting ef-
fluent standards on a national basis,
without regard to differences in cir-
cumstances among areas or kinds of
activity. Much economic research
indicates that ambient standards
can be achieved much more
efficiently if efforts are concentrated
where costs are least. Pollution
taxes (or effluent charges) merit as
much attention in water quality
management as in management of
air quality. Also, except for feed-
lots, runoff from agriculture is not
covered in the amended act. In
some areas this is a major source of
water pollution. Finally, economic
research has also shown that inte-
grated approaches to water quality
on a river basin basis tend to sub-
stantially reduce the cost of achiev-
ing environmental targets. Aside
from its provisions for assistance to
planning, the new legislation does
not exploit these opportunities.

Air Quality

IN THE field of air quality, 1972was primarily a year of tooling
up for the new type of program
called for by the 1970 amendments
to the Clean Air Act. Under the
original law the main objective had
been to set up regional airsheds in
which standards and controls could
be established: The present ap-
proach emphasizes the setting of
national standards for ambient air
quality as well as, in a number of
instances, for the emission of pollu-
tants. Essential to the whole effort
are submission of state plans for
achieving standards and review of
these plans by the Environmental
Protection Agency. This phase of
the work was carried far along dur-
ing the past year.

Well before the year began, EPA
had established primary and sec-
ondary standards of ambient air
quality for six of the most prevalent
air pollutants—particulate matter,
sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, hy-
drocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and
photochemical oxidants. Primary
standards are designed to protect
public health; secondary ones
(which are more stringent) to safe-
guard aesthetic values, vegetation,
and materials. Each state is re-
quired to offer a program by which
primary standards can be reached
three years after its plan is ap-
proved by EPA, and for achieving
secondary standards "within a rea-
sonable time period."
By early 1972, all 50 states and

the five other jurisdictions that rank
just below the national level had
submitted plans. On 31 May, EPA
approved 14 of these plans and
partially approved the others. By
the end of the year a total of 24
plans had been completely ap-
proved. The reasons for withhold-
ing complete approval ranged from
EPA questioning of one or two
items to absence or near absence of
detailed provisions for attaining

secondary, or sometimes even pri-
mary, standards. Many states ap-

tpoearletgoalhaavuethgiorivetyn mtooreimapttleenmtieonnt

plans than to the plans 
themselves.

State plans and state laws en-

acted thus far indicate that 
much

reliance will be placed on some

form of permit system under 
which

persons wishing to build new plants

will submit specifications to an ail

quality commission, or its eqUiVa-
lent, for a determination of 

whether

the new plant will comply with Pnl;

lution control standards. It is hare'

to foretell what other kinds of 
plan-

ning and enforcement problems

arise: How much monitoring will
be required? What about existing

plants? Nor is it yet clear how 
the

permits for emissions from nes!
plants will be linked to ambit

standards; if efficiency is a cons

eration such determinations will be

difficult.
The automobile, which in most

urban areas is by far the largest

source of air pollution, presents

control problems different far! 
those of plants at fixed sites. 

The

federal government is responsible

for establishing standards for ne!

cars but not for those already

use. Some states will have to 
abate

emissions from older cars in order

to meet EPA's ambient st
andards.

The plans submitted by a number

of states call for strict controls 
over

vehicles, especially in cities.
Jersey, for example, last July Inau,.t
annual testing for emissions a 

part

of its regular safety inspection, ca
rs
n

that fail the test are not allowed 0';

the road unless the deficiencie°

have been corrected within a few

days.
The 1970 amendments prow

that the 1975 federal standards 1.1.5

new cars should set emission fi10.
for carbon monoxide and hYdfcc., no-
bons 90 percent below the 17 oi

standard. (Because of contr,i5

measures already taken, the 19/ut

standards represent a drop of abdg 
97 percent from an 

uncontrone,,

situation.) 1976 standards for °7;.,

ides of nitrogen require a 90 Pee
cent decrease from 1970 when
controls were in effect.
The law permits one-year exte::

sion of the deadlines under ea.'ng

fully defined conditions. Last sPrl

of motor 
l moftohre vmmeajeolresUiSex. emepatnuAfruac

eturfewean

Motors), together with Volvo, .00

quested EPA to defer the evils°

4
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standards for a year. In May, after
Public hearings, Administrator
ltuckelshaus denied the request.
Conceding that the standards would
be hard to meet, he said that the
companies had not established, as
the law requires, that the necessaryte
chnology does not exist. He re-

ferred especially to progress in de-
veloping catalytic reactors to con-trol 

emissions. The manufacturers
aPPealed his decision to a federal
Court.

Some of the technical problems
°- controlling emissions are formi-
dable, especially in regard to oxidesOf 

nitrogen for which the catalytic
reactor appears to be the most
e, ffective curb in the present type 9f
internal combustion engine. Use ofthe 

reactor, together with controlsfor carbon monoxide and hydrocar-bons, would materially reduce thea.dvantage of the internal combus-tion
engine over other sources of

automotive power. The automobile
companies estimate the cut in ther-
Inal efficiency at about 30 percent.At 

present levels of driving this
wOuld mean a large increase in gas-
oline demand, which already ac-
counts for 16 percent of primaryenergy use in the United States. Al-though the estimate of efficiency
05s has been disputed, everyone
agrees it would be substantial. Con-trol devices also would add signifi-
arit.IY to the cost of automobiles.

,,Y lust how much is in dispute, butthe 
range of $245 to $425 esti-

mated by a consultant to EPA
(Published in March 1972) is not
.1°Lo far from most of the opinions.
f he consultant also estimated that
ir°111 84 to 98 percent of the cost
'tn. creases associated with air pollu-
;1°u equipment would be passed on
41. the form of higher automobile
Prices. The costs of maintaining the
IclencY of the anti-pollution de-vices also are still subject to debate.

bECEmBER EPA issued reguIa-lions designed to make one grade

au
°Lf lead-free gasoline generally avail-
Year,ly 1 July 1974. Earlier in the

the agency also called for a
Phased reduction in the lead con-ten. t of all regular and premium gas-oline. Besides generally helping to
reduce air pollution, these measures,,
t"lild increase the effectiveness ofIli* catalytic reactors. Lead in gaso-fie seriously fouls these devices.

There is no doubt that actions'ken during the year under current

programs will mitigate pollution
from motor vehicles. But how much
and for how long? Some observers
believe that the larger problems, es-
pecially that of smog, will not be
solved while the internal combus-
tion engine is the dominant power
source for motor vehicles. They
also question the long-run effective-
ness of present sanctions: If the
ambient air and emission standards
should not be met, is there any real
chance that the industry would shut
down?

Other doubts concern the more
immediate future. Perhaps the most
outstanding example is the reliance
placed in many state plans upon
improved and expanded mass
transit. While almost everyone
agrees that such a development
could go far toward cleaning up the
air of cities, the chances of making
significant gains in time to meet
standards for 1974, or even for a
few years thereafter, are open to
question.
Under discretionary authority

granted by the Clean Air Amend-
ments, EPA in its review of plans
gave two-year extensions for meet-
ing primary standards to 18 states
that contain urban areas suffering
severe pollution from automobiles.
Thirteen states were granted an
18-month extension—to 30 July
1973—for submitting plans to im-
plement secondary quality stand-
ards for 31 air quality control areas .
that had been established under the
original act. These decisions have
been appealed to the courts by both
industry and environmental groups.

During the year a federal district
court ruled that the EPA Adminis-
trator could not approve a state
plan that would permit deteriora-
tion of air quality in areas where
existing quality already was above
the standards established for the
whole country. EPA appealed the
decision, and in November was
granted a stay until the full Su-
preme Court could consider the
case next year.
As with water quality and indeed

all of the comparatively recent en-
vironmental programs, it is too
early to tell whether the spate of
legal challenges will recede after
more precedents have been estab-
lished and administrative actions
adjusted accordingly, or whether
they will be an enduring obstacle to
efforts based mainly on the police
power.

An attempt to provide the clean
air program with an additional
lever was made last February when
the Administration submitted to
Congress the draft of a "Pure Air
Tax of 1972." Another proposal,
introduced by Senator Proxmire,
was aimed at the same end but by
somewhat different means. Neither
bill came even to the hearings stage
during the sessions, but the idea
they represent is far from dead.
The Administration bill called

for a tax on emissions of sulfur to
the atmosphere, to begin in the cal-
endar year 1976. The tax would be
levied only in regions where EPA's
ambient standards had not been
met during the preceding year.
Rates for 1976 were set at 15 cents
per pound of sulfur emitted in
areas where primary standards had
not been met, and 10 cents a
pound where only secondary stand-
ards had been violated.
The Proxmire-Aspin proposal

(Representative Aspin had intro-
duced a similar bill in 1971) would
tax the sulfur content of fuels
shipped to electric power plants in
all regions. The rate of 5 cents a
pound for the first year would be
increased annually by 5 cents to a
maximum of 20 cents. Firms that
trapped part or all of the residual
sulfur in their smokestacks would
receive corresponding tax rebates.

Sulfur oxides are among the larg-
est sources of air pollution in the
United States and are perhaps the
most harmful of all in terms of
public health. In his 1971 environ-
mental message the President de-
clared that sulfur oxides cost so-
ciety billions of dollars a year in
damage to human health, materials,
vegetation, and property. He also
said that to levy a charge on sulfur
emissions would be a major step in
applying the principle that the costs
of pollution be included in the price
of the product. In its 1972 report,
the Council on Environmental
Quality pointed out that the Pure
Air Tax "should stimulate firms to
develop and install control technol-
ogy and use clean fuels as quickly
as possible to minimize their tax
liability" and that it would "create
a strong financial incentive for com-
panies to meet secondary standards
by 1975, or as soon thereafter as
possible. . . ."
The tax proposal, both as a spe-

cific attack on sulfur pollution and
as an approach to other environ-

5



mental problems, is sure to be re-
vived in the 93rd Congress. Several
environmentalist groups (many of
which until recently had been cool
to the tax idea) are planning to
give the issue high priority in 1973.
While many disagree with some of
the specific provisions of the Ad-
ministration bill, it is clear that they
would much rather see the Admin-
istration bill passed than have no
legislation at all.
Most economists interested in en-

vironmental problems favor the tax
approach, believing that it will ac-
complish more than direct regula-
tion and will cost less. Although

regulation will have its uses under
many circumstances, the principle
behind taxing pollution could be
applied toward greater flexibility
and efficiency in many environmen-
tal programs.
The 1971 environmental message

that first mentioned a tax on sulfur
emissions also proposed a tax on
lead in gasoline that would encour-
age the production and sale of
lead-free fuel. The Administration
submitted no bill along those lines
during the year, nor was the idea
mentioned in the 1972 report of the
Council on Environmental Quality.

REPORT ON POPULATION

THE REPORT submitted last
March by the Commission on

Population Growth and the Ameri-
can Future was broad in its scope
and forthright in its recommenda-
tions. The close relationship be-
tween population size and most
problems of natural resources and
the environment sufficed in itself to
make the document a landmark in
both those areas. In addition, the
report gave explicit attention to
questions of resource adequacy and
environmental quality.

"After two years of concentrated
effort," the commission chairman,
John D. Rockefeller 3rd, wrote in
his letter of transmittal to the Presi-
dent, "we have concluded that, in
the long run, no substantial benefits
will result from further growth of
the Nation's population, rather, that
the gradual stabilization of our pop-
ulation through voluntary means
would contribute significantly to the
Nation's ability to solve its prob-
lems."
The idea is carried further in the

report itself: "We have examined
the effects that future growth alter-
natives are likely to have on our
economy, society, government, re-
sources, and environment and we
have found no convincing argument

for continued national population
growth. On the contrary, the
plusses seem to be on the side of
slowing growth and eventually stop-
ping it altogether. Indeed, there
might be no reason to fear a de-
cline in population once we are
past the period of growth that is in
store."

There was nothing in this conclu-
sion to surprise anyone familiar
with long-range population or re-
sources problems; in fact, the em-
phasis on gradual stabilization
struck some observers as being
over-mild. But coming from a panel
representing the highest level of na-
tional government, established by
act of Congress on recommendation
of the President, the report broke
new ground.
Between 1900 and 1970 the U.S.

population rose from about 76 mil-
lion to almost 205 million. The an-
nual rate of growth over that period
was erratic. From 2.1 percent dur-
ing the first decade of the century it
fell to around 0.7 percent in the
1930s, rose to around 1.9 percent
during the 1950s, the period of the
"baby boom," and had fallen to
around 1.1 percent by the time the
commission completed its research
late in 1971. But, as the report

points out, even that low rate
would add 21/4 million people 8
year our population is nowso 

"We cannot predict how fast 
our

population will grow in the years
ahead," the report adds, "but we

can be sure that, barring some un-

foreseen catastrophe, substantial ad-
ditions to our numbers lie 

ahead.

Our population has a potential for:

further growth greater than that 
ol

almost any other advanced coun-

try." Among the reasons cited is

the preponderance of youth in 
the

population. "The youngsters torli
during the baby boom are reaching

adulthood today—finishing 
school,

seeking jobs, developing careers,

getting married, and having
dren of their own. Even if inunigra-
tion from abroad ceased and c0,8"
ples had only two children on we

average, just enough to rePlajed
themselves, our population wa',n
continue to grow for about iv

years."
In looking ahead, the comlnis"

sion drew several comparisons be-

tween an average of two 
children

per family (approximately the cu;

rent rate) and of three children .,Pe

family (considered the norm unn-i

few years ago). One hundred years.iv
from now the two-child
would result in a population

about 350 million persons, wherets
the three-child family would Pr"
duce a total of nearly a billion.

In following out its mandate n?

look at all of the major 
implication;

of population growth in the Unite!
States, the commission, in add1t

1°11..
to considering national trends, sttt
ied a number of special aspeel

Among these was the imPacl
growth on natural resources ana ̀."„,
environment. Other major toP1'
were: (1) the distribution of P°Pil-
lation among urban and rural areas;

and 
effects on the general econod alYt;

impacts upon governIne,no
at all levels. Special attention a'!,1
was given to problems of the ager
child care, racial and ethnic mirol"..
ties, the status of women, and re"

search and education needs. A
ries of research papers on stivcj
specialized subjects were Planh,1ert.
as supplements to the main rerIns
[One of these volumes, Populab-„t'
Resources, and the Environnle
primarily prepared by RFF, Was
published in December.] Althone

the commission concentrated on rl.
mestic aspects of populati°
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growth, the report at several points
took note of the worldwide pros-
pect as a problem of vast impor-
t:ance in its own right as well as for

IStstateims. 
plications for the United

THE REPORT noted that for the next
three decades general economic
growth will probably be a stronger
factor than population in demand
for nonfuel minerals, and technol-
ogy the stronger factor in energy
suPPlY and demand. Population ap-
Peared to be more important in
Problems of regional water supply,raegarticiounit.ural land, and outdoor rec-

As for environmental qual-
ity, progress over the next 30 years
was seen as depending more on di-
rect efforts to reduce the emission
of pollutants than on population
growth. However, the report points

many such programs will re-
quire more public regulation andrestrictions on individual actions
thanAi Americans are accustomed to.
Also, along with efforts to meet de-
rnands from resource materials,
reMedial actions will often call forintroducing new technologies before
we know enough about how they
Work and what their full effects will
be• Population growth will aggra-
vate such problems.
The commission found that with

regard to both resources and the
environment "slower populationgrow th can contribute to the Na-
tiows ability to solve its problems
4* • by providing an opportunity to
evote resources to the quality of

1,ife rather than its quantity, and by
.1;_uYing time' . . . that is, slowing
Lae pace at which problems accu-
ulate so as to provide opportunityOr c ,

ticus.„
o
`'erty and democratic solu-

, The commission concluded that
,.1•11 the long run "population growth
7, one of the major factors affecting
ue demand for resources and the
,rterioration of the environment.
vshe further we look into the future,
"e more important population be-

'Ii the course of its report the
ePnunission offered 47 recommen-
uations for action by government at
v..arious levels, schools and universi-
ties, professional groups, and the
Public at large. The wide range of
suggestions included better child
ieare services, freer choice of hous-
ng in metropolitan areas, guidelines
f°r national distribution of popula-

tion, and expanded research and
education on population problems.

In view of the commission's
strong conviction that population
growth should be first slowed and
then stopped, and its emphasis
upon voluntary methods, the rec-
ommendations on human reproduc-
tion were critical to the whole re-
port. Here the commission met the
main issue directly, though with a
caution appropriate to so sensitive
and controversial an area. Citing
fragmentary evidence that suggests
that a sizable fraction—perhaps
one-sixth—of recent births in the
United States was unwanted, or at
least unplanned, the report observes
that prevention of these births
would have taken the country a
long way, perhaps halfway, to the
replacement level. (One gathers
from other sections of the report
that going the full way would have
depended on education on popula-
tion problems and principles and
other long-term measures.) Steps
recommended for reducing the
number of unwanted births in-
cluded the following:

—Greater investment in research
and development of improved
methods of contraception
—Elimination of legal restrictions
on access to contraceptive informa-
tion and services, and affirmative
state legislation to permit minors as
well as adults to receive such infor-
mation and services
—Elimination of administrative re-
strictions on access to voluntary
contraceptive sterilization
—Liberalization of state abortion
laws (advocated primarily to offer
women more freedom of choice and
to get rid of quacks and shysters).

Five of the commission's 24
members dissented on various
grounds from the last-named rec-
ommendation, the exact wording of
which was:
"Therefore, with the admonition

that abortion not be considered a
primary means of fertility control,
the Commission recommends that
present state laws restricting abor-
tion be liberalized along the lines of
the New York State statute, such
abortions to be performed on re-
quest by licensed physicians under
conditions of medical safety."
The commission's two-year life

ended last March. It had discharged
its formal responsibility by turning
in a report outstanding for both its

content and the clarity of its pres-
entation. Issued as a paperback by
a commercial publisher as well as
by the Government Printing Office,
the document was widely circulated
and well received by the daily press
and by periodicals. The public re-
sponse might have been even
greater had the U.S. birthrate not
dropped so markedly during the life
of the commission and (as noted
below) continued to fall during
1972. This coincidence may have
led some people to relax with a
comfortable feeling that the popula-
tion problem had gone away.

WHAT NEXT? Reports of other dis-
tinguished Congressional or Presi-
dential commissions have received
wide public attention and ended up
by gathering dust in the files. It is
still too early to say what will hap-
pen, but by the end of the year a
few indications were apparent.

Organized effort to publicize and
interpret the report will continue. A
privately financed Citizens Commit-
tee on Population and the Ameri-
can Future was established at the
request of the commission, and will
operate for a year. One of the com-
mittee's first undertakings was a
one-hour television film on the
commission's findings which, on its
first presentation late in November,
was followed by another hour of
discussion.

Official reactions to the report
were mixed. The President, on
whose recommendation the com-
mission had been established, com-
plimented the panel for performing
a valuable public service, but de-
clined at that time to "comment ex-
tensively on the contents and rec-
ommendations of the report." He
added that the report would be
studied by the executive branch and
that its recommendations would be
taken into account in policy and
budgetary decisions. By the close of
the year no results of any formal
review had been made public, al-
though in April the commission's
executive director, Charles F. Wes-
toff, testified on request before the
President's Science Advisory Com-
mittee. The President did, however,
publicly reject two of the commis-
sion's recommendations, comment-
ing that open abortion policies
"would demean human life," and
that widespread distribution of fam-
ily planning services and devices to
minors "would do nothing to pre-
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serve and strengthen close family
relationships."
The Administration's restrained

reception was something of an anti-
climax. After all, Mr. Nixon had
been the first President to send
Congress a major message on this
politically touchy subject; ten years
earlier President Eisenhower had
said that birth control was not the
government's business. The Admin-
istration's public response may have
been influenced by the fact that the
report was issued in a presidential
election year; on the eve of a sec-
ond term some of the early reac-
tions should perhaps be discounted.

Congressional responses may also
have been tempered by the election.
Although no concrete legislative
proposal had been advanced by the
end of the year, members of the
commission and its staff gave testi-
mony, upon invitation, before the
Urban Growth Subcommittee of the
House Banking and Currency Com-
mittee, the Senate Appropriations
Committee, and the Task Force on
Population Growth and Ecology of
the House Republican Research
Committee. The responses of the
new 93rd Congress remain to be
seen.

THE DOWNTREND in the U.S. popu-
lation growth rate that the commis-
sion had noted in its report contin-
ued into 1972. The estimated
fertility rate for the first nine
months of the year, for the first
time in the nation's history, fell
below the replacement level of 2.1
children per woman. True, it was
only a shade below-2.08 was the
figure announced in December by
the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare—but the contrast
with the 2.39 figure for the corre-
sponding months of 1971 is signifi-
cant. So is the fact that last
September was the 19th consecutive
month in which the birth rate had
been lower than for the same
month in the previous year.

Despite a rise in the number of
women of childbearing age, the
total of 2.4 million births in the
first nine months of 1972 was 9
percent down from the figure for the
first nine months of 1971.

In the light of the most recent
data, Census Bureau alternate
projections for the year 2000, an-
nounced in mid-December, were
about 20 million lower than• those
of two years earlier. The new pro-

jections range from a high of 300
million to a low of 251 million.
To those who believe, with the

commission, that a stabilized popu-
lation would be good for the coun-
try, the new figures are encouraging
but not cause for complacency.
Though useful as a bench mark, the
much discussed 2.1 replacement
level makes no allowance for immi-
gration, which currently is adding
about 400,000 new people a year,
an increment which the Bureau of
the Census assumed in making its
new projections. Even if there were
to be no more immigrants and if
the fertility rate should stay around
its new low level, the U.S. popula-
tion would keep on growing until
the middle of the next century.
Furthermore, no one can be sure
that the level of fertility won't turn
upward again. It has taken great
swings in the past, the all-time high
of 1957 came less than 20 years
after the previous low point of 2.2
in the Depression era.

Demographers, in and out of
government, are keeping their fin-
gers crossed.

LAND USE
AND LAND POLICY

ALTHOUGH SOME land use
legislation passed in 1972,

most of the important bills were
still pending when Congress ad-
journed. Other action on land mat-
ters took place within the executive
branch; in particular, the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation began a new
effort at preparing a national park
and recreation plan. (A plan pre-
pared a few years ago has never
been made public and seems un-
likely ever to be released.) A rising
tide of popular interest in land
planning continues among many

citizen groups. A number of 
states

have passed land use legislation 
or

are seriously considering it, and

have begun or accelerated imPor"
tant land use planning efforts.
One federal bill that did not pass

was concerned with strip milling'
especially for coal. Half of all coal

is mined today by stripping nieth-

ods; costs are often much lower

than for underground mining. 1311,t
so is employment per ton produce°,

and environmental havoc has bees

so great in some instances as 
to

arouse intense public opposition.

Efforts to pass legislation raise a

number of important but 
difficult

policy questions: How much public
control should be exercised over

private mining? Which level of goy'
ernment should exercise these 

con-

trols? If costs are increased, 
who

bears the difference? How 
wilco

restoration of the mined-out areas

is technically possible, and vvha,
costs can defensibly be 

incurred.

How does a government agencY
guarantee that the private 

operatorf

will actually carry out the degree °
surface restoration that the law req -

Thus far, federal legislation bas
not faced up to these questions;

State laws vary widely; tnanY. °''
them are criticized by conservati

on-

ists as woefully weak. It seenis

probable, but far from certain, that
some form of federal 

legislation

dealing with strip mining will Pass
in the next year or two.
The Public Land Law RevieW

Commission, which completed its

work in 1970, made many reconr

mendations for modification of fed-
eral land law. Bills have been intr°-
duced in both House and Senate,

but none has yet been passed by ei-
ther house. In the House, changes
in public land law and provision for

national land use planning were ill"
eluded in a single bill; in the Sell-
ate, the two measures were sePa
rate. 

.

The executive branch reade.1

adversely to the House version; l'
had offered its own proposal to
each house. Some new legislatiollii

seems probable; how soon is Mac
less certain.
The greatest legislative activitY

arose over a national land use Oaf
ning proposal. After extensive bef
ings and studies, the Senate CT;
mittee for Interior and
Affairs reported out a bill Wl1 .
passed the Senate in Septer'
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The bill as reported was modified
by the Senate as a whole, notably
by removal of severe penalties in
terms of lost grants in aid for high-
Ways, airports, and other purposes,for any state not conforming to the
act. Proposed amendments to in-
clude more policy guidelines for the
state and federal agencies con-
cerned were beaten.
The bill as passed is more proce-

dural than substantive. It provides
a system of federal, state, and local
Planning with federal grants in aidto assist the states; but it leaves the
content of the plans almost whollyUp to the states. Neither the bill north.e. debates on it gave much recog-
nition to the possibility that diver-
gent private interests might notagree on a general land use plan,
nor was there much consideration
of the implementation of any plans
that might be developed. The Sen-ate bill had general executive
branch endorsement.
The House bill, which differed in

several respects from the Senate bill
encountered strong objections
(mostly for its public land law pro-

) from both the executiveranch and conservation groups.T 
"te form of the House bill had
beeni greatly influenced by the posi-tion of the committee chairman,
-̀Ongressman Wayne N. Aspinall;
with his defeat in the primary elec-
ttl.°11, the form of future House ac-
Pn was placed in considerable
doubt.

STIRRINGS
IN THE WOODS

;IF 
HE PAST FEW YEARS have
seen a renewed public interest

forests; 1972 was no exception.
pn some parts of the United StatesCo 

for forest land is se-
Le. A great deal of privately
"wned forest land is held for the

fersonal use of the owner and his
,arnillY, not for producing wood
rroducts for sale. Forest land for
tsnlich, Purposes often brings prices
tr nigh to permit a reasonable re-
erl un investment in commercial
pr-estrY• On public lands, variousrrsoups or interests have contended
t'r tile sole or dominant use of cer-
air). forest areas.
th A number of conservation groups
at had joined forces to sue the

Forest Service obtained a tempo-
rary federal court injunction early
in the year against road building or
timber sales in most of the remain-
ing larger roadless areas of the na-
tional forests. The argument is that
further consideration is necessary
before the present more or less wil-
derness character of each such area
is lost. At the end of the year ef-
forts were under way to work out
an agreement between the conser-
vation groups, the forest products
industry, and the Forest Service,
with respect to this suit. The Forest
Service is expected to make public
in early 1973 its recommendation
for or against inclusion of the var-
ious areas in the wilderness system;
but this is unlikely to end all of the
controversy.

Both wilderness areas and devel-
oped recreation areas on many
kinds of federal and state lands ex-
perienced record high use in 1972,
although in a few areas, including
Yellowstone National Park, total
use was lower than in some recent
years. Excessive use is threatening
physical damage to many areas,
and destruction of the solitude and
unique qualities of the wilderness.

Other current concerns about
forests involve the growth and har-
vest of trees for various wood prod-
ucts. Achievement of the national
housing goals accepted by the Ad-
ministration and by Congress would
require far more wood than has
been harvested in recent years, at
least as long as present wood-using
practices in construction continue.
Various metals, concrete, and plas-
tics can replace wood in some uses,
but their production requires sev-
eral times as much energy as does
wood product manufacture; they
are exhaustible resources while
wood is a renewable one, and their

environmental impact is far greater
than that of wood growth and har-
vest. Moreover, attainment of the
full housing goals is especially im-
portant for the lower-income
groups; if housing is scarce, it is
they who suffer most.

Total wood production today is
but a fraction of what the forests of
the United States are capable of.
Much interest therefore attaches to
measures to increase wood growth.
In the long run, wood harvest can-
not exceed growth, for continuance
of such a relationship would in time
denude the forests of growing
stock. But, also in the long run,
wood growth cannot exceed har-
vest: only as mature trees are cut
and removed can there be any net
growth of new trees.
One intense controversy, relating

to clearcutting of forests, was at
least partially defused in 1972. At
the beginning of the year, the
Council on Environmental Quality
proposed an executive order to es-
tablish guidelines to govern clear-
cutting on federal forests. This
order, vigorously opposed by the
forest products industry, was never
issued.

In April the Subcommittee of
Public Lands of the Senate Interior
and Insular Affairs Committee is-
sued a set of guidelines on clear-
cutting on federal forest lands.
Among other provisions, these
guidelines specified that (1) allow-
able cuts on federal forest land
should be reviewed periodically, to
ensure that only lands capable of
timber harvest be included in the
allowable cut and that the effect of
improved forestry practices be
taken into account only to the ex-
tent that continuation of such prac-
tices is assured; (2) clearcutting
shall be employed only where natu-
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ral conditions permit, where re-
stocking within five years is assured,
and where aesthetic values do not
outweigh other considerations; and
(3) clearcutting shall be used only
where it is silviculturally essential,
where clearcut blocks are kept to a
minimum size to accomplish silvi-
cultural objectives, and where the
clearcut blocks are shaped and
blended as much as possible with
the natural terrain.

These guidelines were immedi-
ately accepted by the Forest Service
and by the Department of the Inte-
rior. While some conservation
groups may not be wholly satisfied
with them, the guidelines appear to
have taken most of the controversy
out of clearcutting.

NATURAL GAS
A S CONCERN OVER what is
lAtermed the U.S. "energy crisis"
mounted during the year, the Fed-
eral Power Commission (FPC)
took two actions to alleviate the sit-
uation. Both related to natural gas,
a fuel accounting for about one-
third of nationwide energy con-
sumption and—largely because of
its importance in space heating—a
far greater share of residential en-
ergy use.

In recent years the consumption
of natural gas has increased at an
annual rate of around 7 percent,
much faster than that of the other
fossil fuels. There are indications
that not enough natural gas will be
available domestically to accommo-
date continued national increases in
demand. Even now, in a number of
utility areas around the country,
distributors are beginning to refuse
new gas hookups for certain classes
of customers.

Although it is widely agreed that

immense gas resources remain to be
discovered in the United States, the
ratio of U.S. proved reserves to an-
nual production has fallen continu-
ously over the last several decades.
Until 1967, however, additions to
reserves still were somewhat larger
than production, so that the reserve
total rose modestly each year. Since
then reserves have been falling ab-
solutely, even if one includes the
reserve additions presently ascribed
to the Alaskan North Slope. Rea-
sons for this state of affairs are a
subject of intense debate, but the
inhibiting effect of governmentally
regulated ceilings on the field price
of gas has been singled out most
often as the principal contributing
factor if not the sole one. An RFF
study published during the year
(Regulation of the Natural Gas
Producing Industry, based on semi-
nar papers by legal and economic
experts from industry, universities,
and other research institutions) re-
flected that judgment by stating in a
summary presentation:

FPC regulation of the maximum
price that jurisdictional purchasers are
allowed to pay producers of natural
gas seems to have been at least par-
tially responsible for the current un-
satisfactory conditions existing in the
natural gas producing and distributing
industries. At current price levels, the
quantity of gas demanded by consum-
ers considerably exceeds that which
producers are willing to supply. There
is no evidence that large enough quan-
tities of substitutes for natural gas
produced in the forty-eight contiguous
states (gas from coal or oil, Canadian
imports by pipeline, or liquefied
natural gas from Alaska or foreign
countries) will be available in the next
decade to substantially reduce the
projected demand growth for natural
gas, either at current or prospective
equilibrium natural gas prices. There-
fore, providing market conditions un-
der which quantity of natural gas
supplied is likely to increase to quan-
tity demanded seems to be the only
way to end the current problem.

An anomalous consequence of
natural gas price regulation is the
fact that this environmentally most
desirable fuel has been priced
below "dirtier" alternative fuels and
has been channeled into what some
regard as less-than-optimum uses
(e.g., as an electric utility boiler
fuel: in 1970, natural gas was
priced 13 cents/million Btu below
oil and 2 cents/million Btu below
coal). Attempts to increase natural
gas availability for U.S. users in-

dude the importation of Ali en°
dliquefied natural gas (LNG) an,

efforts to obtain gas from coal.

Both of these sources, however, are
presently judged to result in Prices
far above those of controlled well

head prices today.
During 1972, the FPC took the

first major step towards changht
its regulatory approach to natura'

gas pricing. Citing a "worsening d
the gap between natural gas de-
mand and supply," the commissi°
adopted a new policy, which gives
producers the option of selling
supplies of natural gas in 

interstate

markets at a level above prevailing

area wellhead price ceilings. This,
rule covers only newly 

discoveret.1

reserves or those diverted from the,
intra-state market, which if

00L

subject to FPC regulation. Al-
though it retains the power to ni°d-
ify or disapprove prices so neVti-
ated, the FPC clearly has inst. tuted
the new measure in order to 

en-

courage the search for new gas re;
serves and their subsequent dever
opment.
In November, the FPC sanctioned

the first contract under the OW
rules. It provided for a wellhead000
price of around 26 cents/

1, 

cubic feet—some 5 cents above the
existing price ceilings for the A10-
ducing area in question. It WI 11

take some years—and al-
ceivably, additional policy er °tit!'
asement—before one can tell whet''
er the recent change has had t,het
desired effect of eliciting substantia'

additions to domestic natural gas
reserves.

Steps leading to the impor
of the first significant quantit
imported liquefied natural
(LNG) were taken during the
when the commission autho
the importation over a 25-year Pc.:
riod of Algerian LNG in arr
rising to a daily volume of 1
cubic feet. The anticipated first fill'
year of LNG deliveries on the V'S.
East Coast is 1977. The gas would,

be shipped by the El Paso Nattlta.
Gas Company in nine tankers sPe-
cially built for maintaining tor Pell-
tures of — 260F. The gas wot id beil
sold to three major pipelines °-
would represent between 10 to 2°

1 gaspercent of their total natura ,t
supplies. The imported gas will

approximately approximately 60 percent 01°/re
than the East Coast delivered Price
of domestic gas. Three of the tattici:
ers will be built in U.S. shif Yaru°

tation
es of
gas

year
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with $76 million in Federal Mari-
time Administration construction
Fost subsidies. Another $64 milhonin these subsidies has been author-
ized for construction in domestic
Yards of three additional LNG
tankers.
The FPC will require that pipe-

lines charge their distributor-cus-
tomers with the considerably higher
cost of the imported gas rather than
With the lower cost of their overall
!domestic plus foreign) gas deliver-ies. The FPC rescinded an earlier
ruling, which would have compelled
local gas utilities to bill their ulti-
mate customers on the high incre-mental-cost basis, but even the rule
finallY adopted introduces a novel
element in pricing policy. It could,for example, prompt local public
regulatory bodies to be much more
sensitive to the availability of alter-
native gas supplies at lower cost. It
could also prompt these bodies tod0 what the FPC was finally un-
willing to do—force final customers
to bear the full marginal cost of
these incremental supplies.'Ti these and other ways that willundoubtedly surface in the future,the 

prospective introduction of
LNG to the U.S energy scene
Promises to trigger entirely new is-sues and controversy. The environ-mental 

aspects of the terminal facil-ities needed for receiving andtegasifying the LNG shipments
were subjected throughout much ofthe year to critical scrutiny. And
the ,prospect—coming to light at
Year s end—of possibly substantialtiN9 imports from the Soviet
mon seems bound, in the wake of

the Algerian agreements alreadyr
Fached, to raise the national secu-rity implications of increased exter-nal energy dependence for natural
gas, u as has perennially been theCase with oil.

GRAIN TO RUSSIA:
FLUKE OR TREND?

AGRICULTURE the most
surprising event of 1972 was

bushels 
purchase of 400 million

ull:sliels of U.S. wheat: more than a,third of the record-breaking total of
exports for the year and more

"Ian half of average U.S. wheat ex-ports for the half dozen preceding

years. Another surprise, though on a
far smaller scale, was the sale of 15
million bushels of wheat to the
People's Republic of China, which
until last year has had no trade
with the United States. Late in the
year India, facing near famine con-
ditions because of poor harvests,
began to buy wheat in this country.
As a result of all this, the 865 mil-
lion bushel carryover with which
the country entered the marketing
year will be nearly cut in half.

To a large extent this upsurge in
exports was fortuitous. The world
wheat situation was unusual: Rus-
sia's crop was drastically cut by
bad weather. For varied reasons,
including weather, three of the
four major exporting countries—
Canada, Australia, and Argentina
—had relatively small supplies of
uncommitted wheat. The United
States had ample supplies and was
eager to sell them. It is unlikely
that in normal years Russia will be
a large-scale buyer of American
wheat; since 1965 she had been a
net exporter.
However, some aspects of the

year's developments, especially for
grains other than wheat, may have
significant implications for the fu-
ture. In addition to its wheat pur-
chases, the U.S.S.R. bought more
than 250 million bushels of corn
and 40 million bushels of soybeans
from the United States last year.
Since Russia appears to be firmly
committed to its goal of providing
her people with more livestock
products, the outlook for continued
purchases of U.S. feed grains, in-
cluding sorghums, is favorable. U.S.
Department of Agriculture analysts
believe that this particular source of
demand will continue for three to
five years.

Also, the recent thaw in U.S. re-
lations with the two large Commu-
nist countries could have general
effects upon agricultural trade.
Since Mainland China had bought
nothing from the United States
prior to this year, its purchases of
wheat, plus 275 million bushels of
corn and 22 million pounds of lin-
seed oil, may be of more future im-
portance than the relatively small
amounts suggest. On the other
hand, there may be some built-in
limits to large expansions of farm
exports to either Russia or China.
Trade with Communist countries
involves much more than the eco-
nomic factors that usually dominate

transactions in capitalistic countries;
either nation could decide to import
or export for political reasons, ei-
ther internal or external. Also, and
perhaps more important, neither
country has large amounts of for-
eign exchange with which to pur-
chase commodities from abroad.

Secretary of Agriculture Earl J.
Butz commented on the latter prob-
lem in a speech last November. Re-
ferring to the possibilities of U.S.
purchases of natural gas from the
Soviet Union he said: "We need
natural gas—Russia has natural
gas. Russia needs food and feed
grains—we have food and feed
grains. When an agreement is
reached for this country to obtain
fuel energy from Russia, that fuel
won't be paid for with rubles. It
will be paid for with corn and soy-
beans and wheat and sophisticated
electronics, for example. We will
trade grain, which we can produce
abundantly and efficiently (and
which Russia cannot produce abun-
dantly and efficiently), for fuel,
which Russia has in abundance
(and of which our supply is limited
and costly to extract)."

It was a long-range and oversim-
plified speculation on a most uncer-
tain and complex situation. The gas
negotiations were still in a very pre-
liminary stage at the end of the
year. If an agreement should be
reached, much more would be in-
volved than a barter of Russian gas
for U.S. farm products. For exam-
ple, it is likely that American capi-
tal, probably with government
guarantees, would be needed to de-
velop the pipeline and other facili-
ties for bringing the gas to the
point of shipment. Nevertheless, it
was interesting that the thought
should be voiced by a Cabinet
officer. It is even more interesting
to speculate upon the effects of any
sustained rise in farm exports—
whether to Communist countries or
others—upon U.S. agricultural pol-
icy. Present programs of holding
land out of production and offering
export subsidies still are based on
the idea of protecting farmers from
the burdens of producing too much.
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INTERNATIONAL OIL
T ATE IN THE YEAR the repre-

sentatives of four Persian Gulf
members of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC)—Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Abu Dhabi, and Qatar—and of the
international oil companies operat-
ing within their borders reached an
agreement providing for joint own-
ership by the countries and compa-
nies of the major • oil concessions
previously owned and managed
solely by the companies. It was a
development that could have pro-
found significance for the future of
international oil.

This so-called "participation"
agreement caps a series of earlier
accords between a larger group of
oil-producing countries and compa-
nies, leading to sharply rising per-
barrel oil revenues accruing to
these governments. As a conse-
quence of negotiations spread over
the last several years, these in-
creases in the countries' oil reve-
nues are the combined result of in-
creased posted prices, higher tax
rates, and a compensatory adjust-
ment for the devaluation of the dol-
lar. Even before the more recent
participation agreement, these im-
proved terms for the exporting
countries had led to a sharp rise in
per-barrel oil revenues. For the
Persian Gulf area as a whole, pay-
ments to the governments increased
from 86 cents per barrel in 1970 to
$1.24 per barrel in 1971, an in-
crease of 44 percent; for Libya, the
increase was 64 percent from $1.09
to $1.79 per barrel. An escalation
schedule of annual increases will by
1975 result in payments of about

$1.45 per barrel in the Persian
Gulf, and considerably more in Lib-
ya—mainly because of a "tran-
sportation premium" arising from
its proximity to West European
markets. Thus, even in the absence
of participation, existing agreements
point to rapidly rising oil revenues
for the Persian Gulf countries and
Libya (not to mention still other
oil-producing countries during the
next decade), easily two to three
times the $8.9 billion level recorded
in 1971.
In general, the participation

agreement calls for an initial 25
percent ownership of the oil con-
cessions by the producing govern-
ments (the detailed terms are to be
settled in negotiations between the
individual countries and their re-
spective concessionaires). This
share would rise in steps to 51 per-
cent by 1983, remaining at that
level until expiration of the conces-
sions some years later at dates
varying among countries. Compen-
sation for the acquired interests was
to be based on book values, with
some allowance for inflation but
none at all for forgone future pro-
duction.

Libya, Iraq, and Iran did not
join in the overall participation ac-
cord. (Still other oil-producing
countries could be expected to
work out subsequent arrangements
patterned on the Persian Gulf ac-
cord or to adopt a more independ-
ent stance.) Libya was pressing for
majority ownership at the outset,
while Iraq, which earlier in 1972
had nationalized the principal con-

cessions of the Western-owned Iraq
Petroleum Company, was reported
to incline towards lower comPensa-
tion than offered by the other coun-
tries in settlement of any acquired

interests. In the case of Iran, the
international oil companies had re-
linquished ownership of their prop-
erties following nationalization W
the early 1950s and had thereupon
operated as a consortium of pro-
ducers under a 25-year agreement
expiring in 1979. Formally, there-

fore, Iran had already gone beyond
the participation pattern some tulle
ago, but management continued W
be in the hands of the consortia).

Negotiations to extend this 195.4
agreement to the mid-1990s were in
progress at the end of 1972. TirY
are said to call for a doubling
(within the present decade) of the

-rate of oil production by the co.0

sortium which, when coupled with
price increases already in force
under the agreements noted above

and others that remained to h,e
worked out, could quickly lift Iran s
total oil earnings substantially

above the recent annual level of
$2.2 billion.
The participation formula in.

eludes a provision requiring the 111;
ternational companies to buy bac.;

as much of a country's share °I;
crude as the country may wish 

at

an average price falling somewhr
between the tax-paid cost of we,
crude and the posted price, but---1'
is presumed—sufficiently below the
market price to assure some toler
ble profit margin for the companies;
Such a "buyback" provision d°e
more than ensure that country rev,e;
nues would not collapse under tuA"
weight of the sale of country-owl:le':
crude oil on world markets; reve,
nues would be higher and the C0ii,
cessionaire companies would eclullv
tinue to serve as the instrument.hl
which the taxes imposed by wci
producer governments were Passe,,,
along to consumers in other eca.1"„
tries. In addition, the particiPatio".

arrangement ensures continued or,
derly marketing of oil by the Oro.
panies, relieving the produc.lt
countries of an area of respons.lhl!
ity in which, up to the present t115 e:

lack both experience and fe
cilities.

THE PARTICIPATION agreement gig;
gests that, for the time being ter
least, a workable device for gre n
host-country control over petrole"-
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resources has been found. However,the 
agreement, when coupled with

Other measures benefiting the pro-
ducer countries, carries vast, if un-
c„ertain, implications for oil prices,for the management of oil produc-
tion, for international capital mar-
Lets, and for the future of company-
Fovernment relations in oil-produc-
ing 

countries—indeed, in raw-ma-
terials producing countries in general
--throughout the world.
The monetary flows may exceedthe capacity of many of the oil-ex-

Pnrting countries to absorb funds
Productively within their own econ-
omies. If this happens, what prob-
lems are indicated for the stabilityof the world monetary system? To

leTtentIin an
other direction: to what

could such amounts of
mnneY, if partly directed to arma-
Zzyserve to alter the balance of

East? 
power within the Middle

One of the possible consequences
of these monetary flows, recently
evident, is that the oil-exporting
be°11ntries might become large equitysntoltdeesrs in companies in the United
a 

and other industrialized
,Countries. A proposal has already
°een made by Saudi Arabia,
through its Minister of Petroleum
aki Mineral Affairs, that there be a

Ininercial agreement between the
united States and Saudi Arabia
Voviding for a preferred place for
Saudi oil in the United States and
ttlille investment of Saudi capital in

marketing of oil in this country.
ituA,,e economic, political, and stra-
"we implications of such invest-
ments by oil-exporting countries,
perhaps embodied, as in this case,in broader arrangements, call for
careful appraisal.

Tile long-term effect on oil prices
-a"y question. Will effective andenduring 

devices be found to con-
211e the oil companies in their role,ut. providing the producing coun-'ries with a high and assured takePer 

barrel of oil exports? Or will
e°untrY competition eventually
ruPt, if and when national compa-
nies attempt to enter the interna-
tinual oil market on a significantscale?
s If oil prices are held up by rea-
con of arrangements between theuMpanies and producer govern-
Cuts, a detached response of ac-

sTulescence on the part of major im-orting 
countries (Western Europe,

aPan, to an increasing extent the

United States, and conceivably,
the energy-deficient less-developed
countries) cannot be taken for
granted. The importing countries
have on the whole made no persist-
ent attempt to modify the existing
market structure, which permits
producing countries and, to a di-
minishing degree, companies to
enjoy the great economic rents aris-
ing from oil production at going
prices. It is interesting to speculate
on the extent to which the import-
ing countries could cut into the
very wide and ever growing margin
between real production costs and

STOCKHOLM: The
El OUR YEARS AFTER it had.

first voted to hold a Conference
on the Human Environment, the
United Nations General Assembly
in December completed the first
phase of injecting an environmental
viewpoint into the UN system by
establishing an Environmental Sec-
retariat. Conceived as a small staff
group, it will be guided by a 58-na-
tion governing council, flanked by a
Coordinating Board designed to
both watch over the interests of and
provide access to the UN special-
ized agencies (FAO, WHO,
UNESCO, etc.) and entrusted with
allocating the funds—expected to
reach $20 million a year for the
first five years—voluntarily contrib-
uted by the organization's member
states.

This simple action poorly reflects
the cliffhanger quality of the Stock-
holm Conference, where details of
the new institution and other busi-
ness were up for decision by 113
attending nations. It is clear that
many clouds hung over the two-

market prices if they were to use
the bargaining power they appear to
possess.

It remains to be seen how the
companies and producer countries
work out their relationships in the
area of managerial prerogatives. At
levels of participation below 51
percent, the deciding voice will still
be that of the companies. However,
as country participation moves to-
wards the 51 percent level to be
achieved in 1983, a considerable
amount of friction seems bound to
develop in management decision
making.

Morning After
week meeting when it opened in
Stockholm 5 June 1972.
—The absence of the Soviet Union
and its satellites, unwilling to bear
the political burden of having come
to a conference to which East Ger-
many had not been admitted
—The presence of a 17-man
Chinese delegation with unknown
intentions and equally unknown par-
liamentary habits
—The ambivalent attitude of the
UN specialized agencies who were
out to guard their special hunting
preserves from intruders but who
also scented the environmental
money that might replenish their
treasuries

—The possibility of a new outbreak
of hostilities between the developed
and the less-developed countries
over the relationship between eco-
nomic growth and environmental
concern

—The anticipated presence in
Stockholm of thousands of unin-
vited observers and would-be par-
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ticipants, of different persuasions
but united in their contempt for
what they considered too narrow a
framework and conception of the
human environment
—A multitude of public forums at-
tended by scientists and other lumi-
naries of worldwide reputation,
likely to attract the attention of the
press and relegate the conference it-
self to a sideshow
—An enormously crowded agenda,
every item of which had to be sub-
mitted to vote, and therefore open
to amendments and discussion.

For several days events at Stock-
holm seemed to bear out the worst
fears. The press was turned off
early by the technical character of
the debate in the committees and
by the repetitiveness of the state-
ments made by spokesmen of coun-
tries and organizations in the simul-
taneously held plenary sessions.
Moreover, the most dramatic show
took place without press coverage.
That was the special working group
set up to rewrite the Declaration of
Principles, put together over a pe-
riod of 18 months by a 27-country
preparatory committee, but at the
insistence of the Cbinese delegation
reopened in full to rewriting and
therefore almost up to the last min-
ute of the conference considered a
lost cause.
But when the conference ended

on schedule on 16 June, it had ac-
complished all that could have been
expected of it. When it was all
over, there was a Declaration of
Principles, an Action Plan consist-
ing of 109 recommendations fol-
lowing closely those worked out by
the UN Secretariat during the year
and a half preceding the confer-
ence; and the already noted institu-
tional framework for continuing
work within the United Nations. In
addition, a follow-up conference
was voted for, with date and place
left open; 5 June was selected to be
celebrated each year as World En-
vironment Day; and the UN Secre-
tary General was asked to review
the entire environmental setup
within a matter of two years. The
standing ovation given by the dele-
gates to Maurice Strong, the confer-
ence's Secretary General, was as
unusual as it was spontaneous.
The absence of the Eastern bloc

turned out to be not too disturbing
because a solution via the early ad-

mission to the United Nations of
the two Germanies was assumed by
all; and during the happier months
before the Russians pulled out no
important differences in principle
had emerged. As for the Chinese,
their silence, tantamount to nonpar-
ticipation in committee work, and
their energetic tactics on the Dec-
laration of Principles were puzzling
to many. Those who had waited to
learn how China managed its envi-
ronmental problems remained dis-
appointed.

Relationships between the con-
ference and the parallel meetings
and events were intelligently han-
dled. The conference was suffi-
ciently shielded from intrusions to
be able to do its assigned work, yet
many delegates visited and partici-
pated in the activities of the unoffi-
cial emissaries from around the
world in sufficient numbers to fore-
stall credible charges of ivory tower
isolation.

WHAT DIFFERENCE will the confer-
ence have made to the future of the
human environment? On a general
level, a major conference recom-
mendation led to adding to the UN
establishment a new group—one
that holds a brief for reviewing and
coordinating activities from an envi-
ronmental point of view; that can
stimulate existing activities and ini-
tiate new ones; that can report on
the worldwide status of develop-
ments in the field; and that can, as
is so often the function of the UN,
defuse conflict. Many enterprises al-
ready on the way will receive added
momentum, especially in the field
of monitoring and "watchfulness."
Not every specific recommenda-

tion of this conference will be car-
ried out, at least not immediately.
Less than a month after an almost
unanimous conference endorsement
of a 10-year moratorium on com-
mercial whaling, the International

Whaling Commission ignored the
proposal (though its constituent

countries took some other steps to

show good will).
On the other hand, an agreement

was reached in mid-November at
91-nation meeting in London to pill
b. rakes on ocean dumping of 110x"
ious material. The agreement;
which will come into force when D
nations have ratified it, was put to-

gether by a special Intergovenl.
mental Working Group on Mallnef
Pollution set up in the spring ,.°`
1971 as an integral part of toe
preparations for the Stockholin

Conference. The conference itsel,f

endorsed the group's work anu
asked participating nations to at;
tend the London conference alw
bring it to a successful conclusion.

This has now happened.
A success of this kind augurs,

well for other initiatives Oa'
emerged from the confereneei
Among them are an endorsement °A
a draft convention on the Woe('

Heritage Trust; an invitation t°
countries to sign the Convention 011
Wetlands of International Inif°r..
tance; a call for a working group t°
establish a convention on game .re.g.
u lation to protect species inhabit
i 

!ng
nternational waters or migrat1.14
across borders; a recommenda

tion

to explore creation of an Institute

for Tropical Marine Studies; and .a
call for a meeting to establish en/1
ronmental improvement a' 

as

Some of these will go, some W011.
yet adoption of the Ocean DumP111
Convention has not only remov.e

the chill that followed the Wha.1114
Commission's lack of responsive-
ness but will undoubtedly add
mentum to other recommendationsci

Beyond these organizational an.s
operational perspectives, there 1

the less palpable but not theref0,11,
less real achievement of the Def.,aci
ration of Principles. Some may ofh,
the prose unstimulating, but
those who doubt that ideas
move men will shrug off the clecia„
ration as just one more wall cleat

ration. Assertions such as• !h.
"states have . . . the responsib

ilitir

to ensure that activities within Oleic

jurisdiction or control do not eallsr
damage to the environment of ?tit

states or of areas beyond the hglinie
of national jurisdiction" (Prilleirte
21), or that "states shall coopFraai
to develop further the 

internationfr

law regarding liability and e00113F 0
sation for the victims of polluto)

1
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and and other environmental damage
caused by activities within the juns-
diction or control of such states to
areas beyond their jurisdiction

,

(Principle 22) may have been
made before, but their elevation toa declared UN policy is cause for
satisfaction, particularly in so new a
field as that of environmental con-
cern • The Stockholm documents
with all their shortcomings repre-
sent a reference point, an assertion
of .authority, a new plateau from
Which Work can now radiate outalong many directions.

After establishing the Environ-
mental Secretariat, the General As-
sembly chose Nairobi as its hea. d-
quarters. The immediate reaction
has been that the decision comports
Poorly with the intended role of the
new staff group: coordinator,
watchdog, and stimulator of other
UN agencies and nongovernmental
organizations. A staff in perpetual
travel status or an isolated band ofthinkers in Nairobi are equally un-
attractive alternatives. One would
strain the resources available to the
new organization, the other greatly
reduce its effectiveness. Either might
Make it difficult to attract the talent
that is required, the more so since
the budgeted staff of environmental
specialists barely exceeds a dozen.All other help must be financedfrom the Environment Fund. It
Would be ironic if one of the results
fel the pioneering efforts of the con-
erence's Secretary General to stir
the interest of the less developed

in environmental issues
shouldl be higher cost, or lowereue

ctiveness, of the new unit by
reasonf of a location ill-fitted to itsLask.

Perhaps the difficulties of site
may not turn out to be as great asthey now appear. Moreover, one
Can take the view that the decision
111,a3r,, sustain the developing coun-tries'

interest in an issue they notOng 
Lago were apt to shrug off as aPlaything 

of the rich. Conversely,
n.ne must hope that the organiza-tional 

awkwardness of the site willnot 
dampen the enthusiasm of the

more 
experi-ence 

countries whose
contribution of money and expe-
,enee is essential to carrying out
'Present plans for assembling staffand 

developing a work program by
linldsummer. The election of Maur-ce 

Strong as executive director .of-ters 
reassurance that both objec-tives will be attained.

Should Highways Pay
For Transit?

CONCERN AND ANNOY-
ANCE over urban transporta-

tion are scarcely new. Julius Caesar
banned daytime wagon movements
from the streets of Rome because
of traffic congestion—and generated
a good deal of nighttime traffic
noise. The intensity of frustration
and alarm over the modern aspects
of the problem has in recent years
brought increasing support for far-
reaching changes. Several innova-
tions were initiated or seriously
considered during the year.

Most of the current problems of
urban transportation are tied to the
automobile. The bill of particulars
of the indictment runs something
like this. The auto is a major
source of congestion, air pollution,
and noise. Urban highways are very
expensive, disruptive of neighbor-•
hoods, and often destructive of
parks and of aesthetic and historic
features of the city. The physically
handicapped, the old, and the
young, who cannot drive, and those
too poor to own cars become stead-
ily more disadvantaged by the de-
clines in transit service that have
accompanied the switch to private
cars from busses, streetcars, and
commuter trains. The yearly total
of mass transit riders now is only a
quarter of the 1946 level.
A major response has been to

subsidize mass transit from general
funds. A recent development, how-
ever, has been to subsidize it from
highway-user funds. California has
increased the price of gasoline by
making it subject to tax at the sales
tax rate, the proceeds being used in
populous counties for transit sub-
sidy. This has been of help to the
San Francisco BART system, which
began operations, after long delay,
during 1972. In December Michi-
gan increased its gasoline tax from

7 to 9 cents a gallon. A quarter of
the income generated by the 2-cent
rise will go for mass transit.
A much more significant case of

this kind of transfer almost hap-
pened during the year. An attempt
to tap the Highway Trust Fund on
behalf of mass transit failed in
Congress last fall. But the unex-
pectedly strong support for the pro-
posal suggests that the next Con-
gress may take this route.

There has been some federal
financing of urban mass transit
since the Urban Mass Transit Act
of 1970, which authorized $3.1 bil-
lion in federal funds for the im-
provement over a five-year period
of bus, rapid transit, and commuter
rail systems. For the 1973 fiscal
year, federal funding under this act
is $400 million.
The much larger Highway Trust

Fund has been dedicated to high-
ways only since its establishment in
1956. The fund is drawn from the
4 cents per gallon tax on gasoline,
plus taxes on tires and truck ton-
nage. Collections are now running
at more than $5 billion a year. In
1970 small sums from the Trust
Fund were allocated for bus lanes
and fringe parking areas; these ap-
plications, though non-traditional,
nevertheless involved highway use.

Last March the Administration
recommended the use of a portion
of the Highway Trust Fund for an
expanded program of mass transit
construction. The proposed level of
financing for mass transit started
from about 20 percent of the fund
at the beginning and increased to
about 40 percent in the last years
of the decade. By that time, annual
Trust Fund levels were projected at
approximately $7 billion. The
money would have been available
on a matching grant basis, with $3
of local expenditures required for
each $7 of federal grants. Urban
areas could have used the money
for either highways or transit, but it
was expected that the latter use
would receive the bulk of the funds.
The Administration's plan was
hailed by transit advocates as a
major breakthrough.
In August, the Senate Public

Works Committee followed the Ad-
ministration lead and voted to open
the Trust Fund to purchase buses
and build more bus lanes. In Sep-
tember, the full Senate went further
and passed an amended bill which
funded fixed rail projects as well.
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In October, the House of Repre-
sentatives rejected the innovation in
transit financing. An amendment to
the Highway Act permitting such
financing was ruled out of order on
the ground that such basic changes
had to come in tax legislation,
rather than in a general authoriza-
tion bill. The Senate then passed a
compromise highway bill, which in-
creased transit funding, but from
general funds only. The bill died in
the House. Appropriation of funds
for the traditional highway program
died with it.
As a consequence, there will be

pressure for a new bill by April,
when advance highway fund alloca-
tions have to be made. It seems
likely that the new bill will include
increased funding for transit, with a
good chance that much of the
money will come from the Highway
Trust Fund.

ONE OF THE PROBLEMS with sub-
sidy to mass transit is that of de-
ciding just how much the subsidy
ought to be. The Administration
has taken the position that only
capital costs should be covered,
though the bill passed by the Senate
provided for operating cost subsidy
as well.
An extreme example of subsidy

occurred in Rome, Italy, which of-
fered free buses at peak commuting
hours for two months during the
summer of 1972. Ridership in-
creased, but there appeared to be
little decline in traffic. Many pedes-
trians became bus riders, some auto
drivers drove downtown and per-
formed errands by bus while there,
and others took the bus and turned
the car over to their wives.
An alternative to transit subsidy

is employment of pricing devices
tied to auto use. One form of this is
to attract more riders by rationing
parking space for private automo-
biles through higher rates or sur-
charges at lots in downtown areas.
There has been a good deal of in-
terest in this idea (and some vocif-
erous opposition). Both reactions
greeted such a proposal for the
Washington metropolitan area, put
forward late in the year.

Another way of reducing the
number of cars on the road is to
use tolls, in reverse, as an incentive.
Recently, an economist suggested
somewhat facetiously that a toll
might vary inversely with the num-
ber of passengers in the car. The

San Francisco Bay Bridge Author-
ity did this in all seriousness by
adjusting tolls to encourage car
pooling. Starting 1 June, an express
lane was set aside during peak com-
muting hours for the use of cars
with three or more riders. As an
added lure, a greatly reduced toll
rate—$1 a month per car instead of

500 a day—was offered for auto-
mobiles that regularly carry at least

three people, thus affording oppor-

tunity to save money as well as
time. By the end of the year, 2,000

cars a day on the average were tak-
ing the express lane and more than
two-thirds of them were using the
dollar-a-month cards.

THE GENIE IN THE BOTTLE:
THINK BEFORE RELEASING

EVEN THE INTENDED results
of new technology are hard to

predict; to forecast the direct side
effects and the second- and third-
round consequences of a new de-
vice or method is even harder. A
full assessment is obviously impos-
sible, but more and more people
have come to believe that much can
and should be done toward antici-
pating things better. A beginning
was made in the closing days of the
92nd Congress when an Office of
Technology Assessment was voted
into existence.
The new legislation follows in

many respects recommendations
made in 1969 by the panel on tech-
nology assessment of the National
Academy of Sciences. The idea of
such an office had first surfaced in
1967 in a bill introduced in the
House by then Congressman Dad-
dario. Technology assessment as
such has a much longer history. It
is routinely carried out under a va-
riety of labels, in both industry and
government, in the pursuit of pri-
vate and public objectives. The of-
ten-heard charge that "technology
is running wild" fails to consider
that uncounted possibilities for in-
novation are never translated into
production or application precisely
because the side effects are consid-
ered intolerable. Even, and perhaps
especially, the much-criticized phar-
maceuticals industry casts out large

numbers of substances for eveLY
one it adopts. That no one
count does not mean that "anythn4
goes."
The more recent idea of techn01-

ogy assessment as a responsibilitY

of society, and thus of government:
arises rather from the potential tin'
modern science and technologY
ford for calamities on a very lar.ge

scale, and because prior scree1101.g
for undesirable consequences is

often too costly for anyone but gov"
ernment. Just as important is t.he

thought that desirable technologies

may not come to the fore because
'economic incentives might be lag 

ging or because it is difficult int
any single producer to reap for loll

the benefits of his inventivenes,S;

Thus technology assessment sholou

not be thought of merely as a
brake; it also can be a throttle. .
The rationale of the new ac! tasi

quickly summarized. Technologic

applications, it asserts, are "lag!

and growing in scale and increns.,

ingly extensive, pervasive and critIA

cal in their impact, beneficial

adverse, on the natural and socn!

environment." For this reason !h.!

consequences have to be "antic„.1,3
pated, understood, and considerwo

in determination of public policy °0.1
existing and emerging natWilot
problems." Federal agencies are
now capable of providing Conge„7
with the appropriate informati°'
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nor is Congress itself so equipped.
Hence the need for a new mecha-
111,sm, applicable especially in cases
M federal government support for
technological applications or for
management or regulation thereof.

It is difficult to judge whether the
newly created office is the best pos-
sible mechanism for accomplishing
the task. The office is placed within
the legislative branch of the govern-
ten. t and will be responsible onlyto •It is in fact a joint committee
of the Congress, consisting of a
board and a director, and assisted
bY an advisory council. Composed
of 6 senators and 6 members of the
41,.ieuse---half from each party—plus
k_we director, the 13-man board will
tie supported by a staff to do thes
ubstantive work. Its function will
be Wholly analytical. The office will
evaluate a given project in terms of
"acts, cause-and-effect relation-
s.11113s, technological alternatives,id
entification of needed research or

da.ta and associated activities. It
not, according to the language

of the act, make recommendations.
'-'lie imagines, however, that these
_wou.ld be implicit in the findings.Hu. tiative for undertaking studies
Will lie within the Congress, relayed
t0 the office through congressional
committees, though anybody but a
c°Mmittee's chairman or ranking
nimill:°ritY member must persuade a
iiiaPritY of his committee to join
Da before a request can be passed

on to the Office of Technology As-sessment.
Since the Advisory Council may

rthecommend (though not direct)
•''at the board initiate assessments,

coraposition is of interest. Of the
ti?' members, the act specifies only

Comptroller General and the
"Irector of the Congressional Re-arch Service Service of the Library of
b °Ilgress. The remaining 10 are to
„e appointed by the board fromrersons in public life. These are
c.haracterized as "persons eminent

°ne or more fields of the physi-
cal,.biological, or social sciences or
!_ingineering, or experienced in the
nw.11.inistration of technological ac-
oities, or who may be judged
ttittalified on the basis of contribu-
leo.s made to educational or public
r
ar

ivities." Obviously, this leaves a
4e field of choice. However, the

q;utivity is not envisaged as exclu-sively 

il 

_
„ or perhaps even predomi-

tnalluY carried out by or pertinent
scientists. In defining the impact

of technology the act specifically
enumerates political, social, and
economic effects.

Because the scope is vast, the
board is authorized to make use of
outside talent. It may form task
forces, employ outside organizations
and institutions, and specifically
have resort to the facilities of the
Library of Congress and the Na-
tional Science Foundation (NSF).
With all these alternatives formally
established in the act, one may
hope that the new office will not be
able, even if it so desired, to live in
isolation from the public. More-
over, with only $5 million author-
ized (and not yet appropriated) for
its first two years of life, it will
have to count heavily on funds
from other agencies, especially
NSF, if it hopes to make a respect-
able showing.

As IT FINALLY emerged from the
Congress, the act followed only
one-half of the organizational rec-
ommendation of the National
Academy panel mentioned earlier.
That panel had suggested a dou-
ble-barrelled structure in which the
Congress would equip itself with a
unit not essentially different from
what it will now have, paralleled by
a twin in the executive branch, spe-
cifically in the Office of Science and
Technology. A reading of the Na-
tional Academy panel report dis-
closes that the idea had been to
bring technology assessment close
to the seat of executive power and
thus provide for initiative in both
branches of government. Perhaps
the failure to establish an executive
mechanism reflects the growing de-
sire of Congress to reassert its
power. However, another panel
suggestion—that the new office
should begin life by limiting its ac-
tivity to government-funded or
-sponsored projects, rather than
spread itself over the entire econo-
my—has been followed, as has the
inclusion of positive goals for tech-
nology.

Apart from the difficulties of
starting any new function, the new
office faces some specific problems.
A provision that all of its findings
be made public was deleted as the
bill moved toward passage. Perhaps
the office will release its reports in
any case; indeed, an open policy
will be essential to enlisting support
of the professional community. An-

other problem may be difficulty of
access to the office; here the Advi-
sory Council could be very useful.
Finally, there is a danger that peo-
ple may expect too much from
technology assessment.

There is no way of by-passing
political choices. Technology assess-
ment can only illuminate, not re-
place, them. It can, however, be
immensely helpful in building up a
fund of experience as to what are
the "right questions," and to pi-
oneer in a coherent, consistent, and
comprehensive approach. It can
also be useful in stimulating similar
activities throughout the executive
branch, not in adversary proceed-
ings, but by example. The caliber
of both board and staff will deter-
mine the success of this new ven-
ture. So will the inclinations of the
Advisory Council and a public atti-
tude prepared to concede a gener-
ous grace period during which time
scales, urgencies, and other priority
criteria can be determined. Having
received astonishingly little public-
ity outside the technical press, tech-
nology assessment could well turn
out to have been to the 92nd Con-
gress what the Environmental Im-
pact Statement was to the 91st—
the sleeper of the year.

Bi- and Multi-Laterals

rTHROUGHOUT THE YEAR
1 the United States initiated or in-
tensified bilateral and multilateral
arrangements on several environ-
mental matters. Receiving most at-
tention was the agreement with the
Soviet Union signed in May. It en-
visages joint activities in 11 envi-
ronmental problem areas. On 3 of
these—wildlife, urban problems,
and water pollution—working par-
ties are scheduled to begin operat-
ing early in 1973.

Other formal bilateral arrange-
ments have been entered with
Canada, focussing on Great Lakes
water quality, and with Mexico, re-
garding salinity problems on shared
rivers. Cooperation with Japan was
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begun through an informal inter-
ministerial committee which per-
haps will be formalized later along
the lines of the U.S.—U.S.S.R.
agreement; the committee considers
both technical questions and policy
relating to major problems of pollu-
tion. On a broader scale, the
United States has been an active
participant in both research and
policy discussions in: the Organisa-
tion for Economic Co-operation
and Development, where the princi-
ple of "the polluter pays" has been
adopted, and efforts are being made

to "harmonize" environmental
standards so as to forestall "dishar-
mony" in foreign trade matters, and
as a first approach, provide for no-
tification of regulatory actions; the
Economic Commission for Europe,
long stymied because of the "East
Germany syndrome" but late in the
year ready to resume its role; and
NATO's Committee on Challenges
of Modern Society, one of whose
undertakings is directed toward uni-
form monitoring of air pollution in
three major cities in different parts
of the world.

• '„

NATIONAL FISHING QUOTA S

IN JUNE THE 15 member statesof the International Commission
for the Northwest Atlantic Fisher-
ies (ICNAF) adopted a system of
national quotas which allocated
among themselves shares of the es-
timated yields of 14 separate stocks
of ground fish. In the long history
of international fisheries arrange-
ments last year's action was the first
major attempt to divide a portion
of the sea's wealth explicitly among
a large number of countries. A re-
lated, and even more innovative,
proposal was advanced in October
when the U.S. commissioners asked
that regulation of fishing effort—
that is, of the equipment and man-
power used—be considered in the
ICNAF area. This memorandum
was followed a month later by sug-
gestions of measures that could be
used to control effort in those por-
tions of the total area that are of
most direct interest to U.S. fisher-
men.
The size of the Northwest Atlan-

tic area—which extends north from
the latitude of Cape Hatteras al-
most to the top of Baffin Bay and
east from the North American
Coast to the longitude of Green-
land's Cape Farewell on the 44th

parallel—and the importance of its
fisheries make the new develop-
ments significant in their own right.
They also are significant for the ef-
fects they could have upon the
forthcoming United Nations Con-
ference on the Law of the Sea. The
dates for that long-anticipated con-
ference were definitely set during
the year: the procedural work will
begin in November 1973, with sub-
stantive deliberations to start early
in 1974.

THE CENTURIES-OLD principle of
freedom of the seas, which, among
other things, guarantees that ocean
fisheries are free and open to all
corners, is the root cause of almost
every modern problem of fisheries
management. With open access, no
fisherman has incentive to restrain
his catch in the interest of future
returns. What he leaves in the sea
for tomorrow will be taken by oth-
ers today. One result is physical de-
pletion. With every man—and
every nation—for himself, the an-
nual catch of many stocks of fish
has been pushed beyond the level
at which maximum yield can be
sustained over long periods. Evi-
dence of depletion is found

throughout the world, from the
whales of the Antarctic to the her-
rings of the North Sea. Another re-
sult is economic waste—that is, the
redundant effort that could have
been profitably expended in other
directions. This kind of waste Is
harder to gauge than physical
waste, though certainly much more.
significant. It was estimated 1,1
1968, for example, that the overall.
level of effort in the North Atlantic
could have been reduced by 10 to

20 percent with no decrease—P
haps with even a small increase-40
average long-term catches. In,
money terms this would have saved

$50 million to $100 million in ao-
nual fishing costs. An estimate for
1973 would be considerably larer
because of the increase in fishing
effort since then.
The new Northwest Atlantic ar-

rangement is by far the most elah°-
rate quota program ever inangn"
rated. The convention for the area'
dating from 1950, provided only

limited regulations. The most Ira:
portant of these was establishment
of a minimum size of the Mesh
used in nets, designed to let smaller
fish escape. Other permitted limita-

tions were quotas on total catch:

closed seasons, closed areas, On
restrictions on gear.
The controls that were adopted

proved ineffective in the face of the
large and continued increases to
fishing. It has become possible t°
decimate a fish stock in one or to°
seasons. For example, in one sli_t
area of the Northwest Atlantic, Me,
haddock catch had averaged 50,0vvA
tons for many years until 1965 and

1966, when there was a large 
na-

tional increase in stock. This 
at-

tracted an expedition of Sale,'
vessels. The catch, mostly by i-J.•°'
and Russian fishermen, durl
those two years was 155,000 an.
127,000 tons respectively. Thlirs
level was much more than the stoc''

could bear and it fell off rapidlY,,
a low of 12,000 tons in 1971. Co
1973 a total quota of only 6,u",
tons has been set, a limit partle°:
larly damaging to many New E_Angv
land fishermen, who depend hea'
on haddock for their income.
The failure of the regulatorY 4:15

vices available to ICNAF prool_
discussion of new techniques. Ape f
considering both limitations
effort and national stock-by-stocl
quotas, the commission decide:
that the first alternative was too c"
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ficult and that the second, though

It difficult, seemed more feasible.
it Was thought also that if agree-
ment could be reached on distribut-
ing the catch, the individual coun-
tries could if they wished take stepsto enable their vessels to operate
More efficiently. The convention
was amended in January 1972 to

quotas.
permit employment of national

The June agreement was signedby the 15 nations which then were
Members of the commission: Can-
ada, Denmark, France, West Ger-
many, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Nor-
way, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Spain, U.S.S.R., United Kingdom,and United States. Bulgaria joinedlater in the year, and Cuba indi-cated intentions of doing so. East
Germany sends vessels to the area
and is expected to join when its
Problems of sovereignty are morefU lly resolved.

In terms of total catch, when1973 quotas for all of the 14 spe-
cies are added together, the five
e, ountries with the largest quotas

the Northwest Atlantic are
,u.S.S.R., with 22.3 percent of the

tal; Spain, with 16.5 percent;
Canada, 16.3; Portugal, 11.2; andthe United States, 10.2. The per-
ctentages drop down to 0.7 for both
Iceland and Italy.
The formula on which allocationsWere 

based took account of bothSt and present patterns of catch;
it)",e special interests as coastal states
c1/4 Canada and the United States;a,nd other special conditions, in-
cluding the potential interests of
lewcomers. It was finally decidedmat the records of the past ten

sh
Years and of the past three yearsould each be given a 40 percent
weight, with an additional 10 per-cent as the preferential share of thecoastal states and the remaining 10Percent 

reserved for new entrantsand 
special conditions.

"„
ta 
in setting the quotas for individ-,

c 
l species, consideration was given,i the 

likelihood that efforts dis-Placed from catching one stockwould be diverted to others. Conse-
uentlY, quotas were also set for°Me stocks that are not being fullyutilized at present.

IN 
ADOPTING the new quotas1CNAF

fact members faced up to the
tha.t past programs of manage-1.11ent had been ineffective. This inItself

was a step forward. Even

more impressive was the fact that
so many countries with such diver-
gent interests could reach specific
agreement on sharing the yields of
so many kinds of fish. A ceiling on
the catch of each species should, if
set correctly, go far toward protect-
ing the stocks from depletion. And
each nation, with the assurance of
an assigned share of the total catch,
should, presumably, be able to reg-
ulate its own fishing effort so as to
reduce wasteful use of excess capi-
tal or manpower.
How well will the system work?

Here there are some large ques-
tions. Some are inherent in the
agreement itself. The most impor-
tant of these is lack of provision for
transferring quotas, which makes
for serious inflexibility.
A related problem is the diffi-

culty of accommodating new parties
wishing to enter the fishery. Several
countries have started fishing within
the region in recent years and oth-
ers may wish to enter in the future.
The reservation of 10 percent for
both new entrants and special con-
ditions is not large. At some future
point, the only way for accommo-
dating new entry may be by de-
creasing the shares of the present
members.
The shelter that national quotas

appear to give to member nations
wishing to increase the efficiency
of their own fleets may turn
out to be more theoretical than
real, and thus not go far toward re-
ducing economic waste in fisheries.
One reason for this is that a heavy
investment of effort at the opening
of the season could lead to the dis-
persal and thinning of the stocks,
making it more difficult to take fish
later on. Thus, nations that rush in
first with many large vessels will be
able to fill their quotas easily, while
nations without such capacity may
find that their quotas come at
higher costs.

In addition to these and other
special problems are the costs and
difficulties of administering a com-
plex multi-nation, multi-fish pro-
gram. Revision of total quotas and
their allocations will be a major
task; the job of monitoring and en-
forcement probably will be much
larger.

Doubts that the new system
would be effective prompted the
U.S. proposals for regulating fishing
effort in addition to national quo-
tas. The October memorandum,

asking that the general issue be
considered, was based on "the con-
clusion that catch quotas on a spe-
cies by species basis, despite the re-
finements and broader application
initiated by the Commission, are not
alone sufficient to assure stable re-
source conditions in the Northwest
Atlantic." The November memo-
randum suggested methods by
which effort could be regulated in
two of the six subdivisions of the
Northwest Atlantic—subareas 5
and 6, off the U.S. coast from
Maine to Cape Hatteras; from Del-
aware on south it extends eastward
clear to Long. 44°W.
The U.S. memorandum offered a

method for expressing the fishing
effort of various countries on a
comparable basis. In this formula,
small side trawlers of 150 tons or
less were given a value of 1; vessels
with more fishing power because of
size or design were rated higher, up
to a value of 6.65 for a West Ger-
man stern trawler over 900 tons in
size. Although it made no specific
recommendations about how many
standardized vessel days should be
permitted in the two subareas, the
memorandum pointed out that the
total effort for producing the maxi-
mum yield had been reached by
1965 and that in 1971 the effort
was 31 percent above the level ap-
propriate to the maximum sustained
yield.
The memorandum does not rec-

ommend how the total level of ef-
fort for the subareas should be
distributed. It does, however, sug-
gest that, in general, allocations
should be based on the same for-
mula used in setting the national
quotas, with a few modifications.
Some of the modifications could be
quite important, particularly the
statements that "new entries should
not be a significant factor" and that
particular attention should be given
to the unique situation of the rela-
tively immobile fleets of small
coastal vessels.

Excessive competition is a major
problem in ocean fisheries manage-
ment everywhere, not just in the
Northwestern Atlantic. The U.S.
proposal for regulating effort at-
tacks the problem much more di-
rectly than does a system of na-
tional quotas only. It will be
interesting to see whether the
ICNAF considers the suggestion for
effort controls, as the U.S. commis-
sioners have asked, and if so what
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detailed arrangements might be
agreed upon. Acceptance of a pro-
gram that would set limits upon the
ways that member nations use their
quotas will be hard to obtain. Many
of the problems posed by the sim-
ple quota system would presumably
remain, particularly the inflexibili-
ties of no transfers among nations
and the difficulties of determining
the amount of allocations for new-
comers. More important will be the
complexities of management and
enforcement that will inevitably ac-
company a system that attempts to
control both outputs and inputs of
a large number of nations for a
large number of resources.
The developments taking place in

the Northwest Atlantic are particu-
larly critical for the decisions that
will be discussed at the forthcoming
UN Conference on the Law of the
Sea. In a sense, these developments
are an attempt to demonstrate the
validity of the "stock-by-stock" ap-
proach as against the "economic
zone" approach, the two most im-
portant alternatives for the resolu-
tion of fishery problems.
The "economic zone" approach,

as suggested by Latin American
countries among others, calls for
the extension of jurisdiction by
coastal nations, giving them the au-
thority to determine how and in
what way the resources off their
coasts will be utilized. For a variety
of reasons, many of the members of
ICNAF (in particular the U.S.,

U.S.S.R., and Japan), are opposed
to the extension of jurisdictions.
They have proposed the alternative
of resolving fishery problems by
multilateral agreements on each
stock of fish.

There are, therefore, some pres-
sures to make the ICNAF arrange-
ments work. But the gamble is
risky. If the system works (at least
through the holding of the UN
Conference), it may help to sup-
port the arguments in favor of the
"stock-by-stock" approach but will
not necessarily prevent the wide-
spread adoption of economic zones.
If the system fails, the adoption of
economic zones is almost assured.
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